Effect of the Si/TiO2/BiVO4 heterojunction on the onset potential of photocurrents for solar water oxidation.
BiVO4 has been formed into heterojunctions with other metal oxide semiconductors to increase the efficiency for solar water oxidation. Here, we suggest that heterojunction photoanodes of Si and BiVO4 can also increase the efficiency of charge separation and reduce the onset potential of the photocurrent by utilizing the high conduction band edge potential of Si in a dual-absorber system. We found that a thin TiO2 interlayer is required in this structure to realize the suggested photocurrent density enhancement and shifts in onset potential. Si/TiO2/BiVO4 photoanodes showed 1.0 mA/cm(2) at 1.23 V versus the reversible hydrogen electrode (RHE) with 0.11 V (vs RHE) of onset potential, which were a 3.3-fold photocurrent density enhancement and a negative shift in onset potential of 300 mV compared to the performance of FTO/BiVO4 photoanodes.